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Barneys Farm are continually pushing the limits of marijuana genetics, 
improving their selection and breeding processes to create something that is 
truly breath-taking. Acapulco Gold is the next generation of marijuana. Like 
the original namesake the Acapulco Gold flowers with fat colas, flecked with 
beautiful reddish brown calyx, each covered with beautiful crystals of THC. 
The smoke has an intense fruit cocktail flavour that lingers for hours. This 
is a Sativa dominant strain that offers a long lasting high, balancing relaxing 
stress reduction with a real upbeat effect. Acapulco Gold far surpasses the 
rhapsodized smoke of days past.

ACAPULCO GOLD

 Central American

 70% Sativa - 30% Indica

 500 g/m²

 100/110 cm

 60/70 days

 Mid October

THC  21%

CBD  0.7%

Acapulco Gold
Feminized

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/acapulco-gold-26
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Amnesia Lemon was created in collaboration with Barneys and the legendary 
Soma, winning the Cannabis Cup in 2004. Following this huge win Soma passed 
on his very best phenotype of Amnesia Haze to Barneys Farm Labs. Amnesia 
Lemon is a delicious blend made by a crossing Amnesia Haze with Lemon 
Skunk. The tantalising flavours combined with the power and resilience of both 
lineages produced this spectacular strain. The uplifting and cerebral high is 
definitely Sativa and will leaving you wanting more. The Amnesia Lemon has a 
flowering cycle of just 8 to 9 weeks and grows medium high, with long dense 
colas.

AMNESIA LEMON

 Amnesia Haze X Lemon Skunk

 60% Sativa - 40% Indica

 550 g/m²

 100/110 cm

 60/65 days

 Early October

THC  21%

CBD  1.2%

Amnesia Lemon
Feminized

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/amnesia-lemon-31
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The Farm received a gift of these Red River Delta seeds some years ago. When 
grown out these incredibly beautiful purple/ruby red plants were a revelation. 
By crossing with the original Master Kush we found a perfect plant. Ayahuasca 
Purple displays almost pure Indica traits. Wide fan leaves and a short strong 
heavyset structure carries colossal dense buds that turn to a beautiful purple 
hew in the last two weeks of flowering. Branches need support in the final week 
of flowering. This strain creates a heavenly, relaxing and satisfying effect with 
a rich, rare hazelnut and papaya aroma.

AYAHUASCA 
PURPLE

 Red River Delta X Master Kush

 100% Indica

 650 g/m²

 90/100 cm

 55/65 days

 End September

THC  21%

CBD  1.4%

Ayahuasca Purple
Feminized

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/ayahuasca-purple-18
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BANANA PUNCH is yet another breeding masterclass from the Barney’s Farm 
lab and the next delicious addition to our prestigious exceptional flowers 
collection, combining two of the most sought-after genetics Banana OG and 
Purple Punch!  We selected an extraordinary tranquilising 55% Indica biased 
variation to evolve that consistently provided higher yield potential combined 
with a shorter flowering period of just 60-65 days. This combined with enhanced 
terpene production especially of Limonene and Pinene created a citrus tropical 
fruit flavour backbone perfect for the Banana OG’s exquisite essences of ripe 
sweet banana shine through.

BANANAPUNCH

 Banana OG X Purple Punch

 45% Sativa 55% Indica

 600-650 g/m²

 110 cm

 60/65 days

 End September

THC  26%

CBD  0.5%

Banana Punch
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/banana-punch-554
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Introducing the alluring Biscotti, a strain that is sure to tantalize your senses 
and leave you in a state of pure bliss. Prepare to be seduced by its enticing 
blend of Gelato, Girl Scout Cookies, and OG Kush, all woven together to create 
a masterpiece of genetic perfection. The terpenes of our Biscotti strain are a 
symphony of natural aromas, a sweet, earthy, and citrusy melody that will 
intoxicate your senses and leave you wanting more. Its irresistible flavor profile 
is a work of art, a sensual journey that will awaken your taste buds and send you 
into a world of pure biscuit flavoured ecstasy. With a THC percentage of 25-27%, 
this Biscotti strain delivers a powerful and intense high that will quickly have you 
drifting off to a dreamlike state of relaxation.

BISCOTTI

 Gelato X Girl Scout Cookies X OG Kush

 20% Sativa 80% Indica

 650 g/m²

 90/100 cm

 65/70 days

 Early October

THC  25-27%

CBD  0.4%

Biscotti
Feminized

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/biscotti-627
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Created for the real connoisseurs featuring two of the USA’s premium and most 
elusive strains. The lab crossed Biscotti; already a world beating 80% Indica 
dominant specimen with our exclusive and delicious Mintz Phenotype. The results 
were stunning, the Cookies variant X OG Kush parentage provided the incredible 
potency and a flavour backbone, add the infusion of the creamy smooth Mintz 
genetics created this Mouth-watering new champion of a strain, a totally unique 
edition to our catalogue. Biscotti Mintz is predominantly a deep purple plant with 
trichome production off the scale, during the final day’s leaves display a beautiful 
array of purples, oranges and greens wrapping the tightly formed bolder shaped 
dark green buds with bold purple highlights and long orange hairs.

BISCOTTI MINTZ

 Biscotti X Mintz

 20% Sativa 80% Indica

 600-650 g/m²

 80/90 cm

 56/63 days

 October

THC  25-30%

CBD  0.8%

Biscotti Mintz
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/biscotti-mintz-555
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Blue Gelato 41 is our sensational new Blueberry super-cross with Thin Mint Girl 
Scout Cookies and the fresh and fruity Indica, Sunset Sherbert. Blue Gelato will 
rapidly plunge you into a tranquil pool of potent psychedelic pleasure. Many 
phenotypes display blue/purple flowers, all are smeared in thick resin and 
ooze sweet and earthy citrus flavours. Let this fabled Indica fascinate your 
taste buds and massage pain away leaving pure satisfaction and joy. Although 
Gelato’s aromas are wonderfully intoxicating, effects are generally clear headed 
and energetic.

BLUE GELATO 41

 Blueberry X Thin Mint Girl Scout
 Cookies X Sunset Sherbert

 40% Sativa - 60% Indica

 600-700 g/m²

 150 cm

 63/70 days

 Mid October

THC  25%

CBD  0.5%

Blue Gelato 41
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/blue-gelato-41-456
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An Indica leaning hybrid delivering massive yields without becoming 
unmanageable with a multitude of side-branches are grown, each with the 
capacity to support the heaviest colas. Super-fast flowering in just 59 to 63 
days and producing 650-700 g/m2. Compact in stature, above-average trichrome 
production and growing to around 80cm indoors is a real treat, outdoors she can 
reach a staggering two metres plus and harvests up to 1kg per plant. Blue Sunset 
Sherbert completes a dazzling display during its final days, displaying a magical 
transformation producing a mesmerizing kaleidoscope of exotic-coloured leaves, 
bright orange hairs, glued with resin covering the tightly formed buds, shimmering 
with frosted trichomes, producing THC levels tested up to a jaw dropping 28%.

BLUE SUNSET 
SHERBERT

 Sunset Sherbet X Purple Punch

 35% Sativa 65% Indica

 650-700 g/m²

 80 cm

 59/63 days

 October

THC  26-28%

CBD  0.5%

Blue Sunset Sherbert
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/blue-sunset-sherbert-551
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This strain of Blueberry Cheese is one of the best and strongest on the market, 
and is guaranteed to knock your head off. This is an easy to grow strain, which 
creates an incredible yield of fragrant and tasty buds. The intense aged-cheese 
flavours are softened by a sweet blueberry aftertaste. The short stocky plant 
has strong side branches which develop heavy sticky colas in a short flowering 
period. Prepare to relax because this is a true sensation for Indica enthusiasts. 
This is now available in an autoflowering strain.

BLUEBERRY 
CHEESE

 Original Cheese X Blueberry

 20% Sativa - 80% Indica

 650 g/m²

 80/90 cm

 60/65 days

 Mid September

THC  23%

CBD  0.8%

Blueberry Cheese
Feminized

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/blueberry-cheese-34
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Blending two of the worlds most distinguished strains and reproducing the best 
characteristics from both these noble genetics was a complex assignment. 
In Blueberry OG - we have succeeded in creating a strain with the classic 
Indica power of the Blueberry plant with the rich psychoactive backbone 
of the infamous OG Kush. This highly rewarding hybrid will leave any grower 
breathless. Huge colas of packed buds develop on the maturing plant. A rich 
fragrance of sweet citrus and musk flood from every harvest. The plant grows 
medium height with many rewarding side branches allowing for a harvest up to 
700 g/m².

BLUEBERRY OG

 Blueberry X OG Kush

 30% Sativa - 70% Indica

 600-700 g/m²

 100 cm

 56/65 days

 Mid October

THC  24%

CBD  1.2%

Blueberry OG
Feminized

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/blueberry-og-278
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This remarkable plant is indeed descended from the famous genetics originally 
discovered by somebody only known as ‘Bubbha’ in the US. It has now been 
stabilised by the team and elevated to a standard that befits its well known 
history and reputation. This surely is one of the most loved Indicas in the world, 
weighing in at a startling 29% THC. Bubba Kush is a cheeky yet productive plant 
that will not become excessively tall during her speedy 8 to 9 week flowering 
period. Because of this characteristic she can be an ideal candidate for those 
seeking a powerful hard hitting strain that does not take up a huge amount of 
space whilst budding.

BUBBA  KUSH

 Afghan Kush Landrace X OG Kush

 30% Sativa - 70% Indica

 550-600 g/m²

 100/120 cm

 56/63 days

 Early October

THC  29%

CBD  0.8%

Bubba Kush
Feminized

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/bubba-kush-537
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Barneys Farm Feminized Cheese! Little introduction is required for this all time 
classic from the vault of Barney’s Farm. This highly guarded bona fide specimen 
will take you into another cheese based galaxy, overflowing with pulsating 
creativity and love. An utter delight to grow, this stinky powerhouse will develop 
a prodigious amount of side branches loaded with glistening cheese delights. 
Indoor gardeners are able to take 600 g/m2 with outdoor experts achieving 
well over 1kg for a single plant. All this after a mere eight weeks of flower. The 
captivating cheese experience will make your day dreamy and delightful, giving 
you an impressive boost in creativity and sociability that will make everything 
sparkle that little bit brighter.

CHEESE

 Cheese

 50% Sativa - 50% Indica

 500-600 g/m²

 100/120 cm

 56/63 days

 October

THC  22%

CBD  0.2%

Cheese
Feminized

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/cheese-538
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Cookies Kush has quickly become a phenomenon within the cannabis 
community. This amazing strain was created through crossing our Girl Scout 
Cookies phenotype with a powerful OG Kush. This project gave incredible 
results from the beginning, merging the powerful mint chocolate flavour with 
the amazing smell and taste of Girl Scout Cookies. This strain is very forgiving 
to difficult conditions and easy to grow. You can expect huge yields in 8 weeks 
of indoor flowering.

COOKIES KUSH

 Girl Scout Cookies X OG Kush

 30% Sativa - 70% Indica

 650 g/m²

 90/100 cm

 55/60 days

 End September

THC  24%

CBD  1.2%

Cookies Kush
Feminized

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/cookies-kush-20
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Critical Kush comes from a blend of the famous Critical Mass with our own 
OG Kush. This is an extremely vigorous and powerful Indica plant which yields 
huge amounts of strong Kush. You can take pleasure in its sticky feel, crystal 
covered buds, aromatic scent and don’t forget the ultimate knockout stone. 
This new hybrid is a significant advance in modern marijuana breeding and its 
Indica dominant nature makes it ideal for relaxation, pain relief and late night 
smoking. You can expect flowers within 8 weeks from this medium height plant.

CRITICAL KUSH

 Critical Mass X OG Kush

 100% Indica

 650 g/m²

 100/110 cm

 55/60 days

 End September

THC  25%

CBD  1.8%

Critical Kush
Feminized

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/critical-kush-23
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Barneys Farm’s Cali Collection gets another jolt of super power with this 
explosive collection of terpenes fused together from some of the world’s most 
astounding US cannabis phenotypes. Dos Si Dos was developed from OG Kush 
Breath, a knockout Girl Scout Cookies pheno crossed with Face Off OG, then 
crossed again with our legendary Cookies Kush (OG Kush pheno X GSC) and 
that’s only half of the story. Add in a subtle blend of Gelato #33 to the pot 
with its star struck Sunset Sherbet X Thin Mint GSC heritage and boom! A new 
champion was born: a sativa burst of euphoric energy is followed by tranquility 
with sedative properties capable of happily tranquilizing an elephant, if you’re 
overzealous or uninitiated!

DOS SI DOS #33

 Dos Si Dos X Gelato #33

 40% Sativa - 60% Indica

 700 g/m²

 90 cm

 60/65 days

 Early October

THC  22-28%

CBD  0.5%

Dos Si Dos #33
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/dos-si-dos-33-495
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A strain named in honour of an amazing Cannabis advocate, researcher and 
author, Dr. Lester Grinspoon. This is a pure heirloom Sativa which grows tall 
and thin. This plant requires a longer flowering time, but when mature the colas 
resemble compact green and reddish brown beads. These loosely hang on thin 
stems, the buds give a lemon and sumac scent and produce a light smoke with 
tangy tropical fruit aromas. Dr. Grinspoon offers an old school Sativa of the 
highest order, which gives a strong, long lasting, energetic and cerebral high.

DR. GRINSPOON

 Heirloom Sativa strain

 100% Sativa

 350 g/m²

 140/160 cm

 90/95 days

 Mid November

THC  26%

CBD  0.4%

Dr. Grinspoon
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/dr-grinspoon-5
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What happens when you mix the legendary G13 with our favourite Hawaiian 
Sativa? You get a plant with an extraordinary density of flower and resin 
production. The G13 Haze offer healthy yields and the intense aromas and 
flavours of fruit and spice lead to powerful, cerebral effects, and make the 
smoke worth savouring. This plant grows medium short and compact for a 
Sativa dominant strain, and is perfect for SOG and ScrOG gardens.

G13 HAZE

 G13 X Hawaiian Sativa

 80% Sativa - 20% Indica

 550 g/m²

 100/110 cm

 65/70 days

 Mid October

THC  22%

CBD  1.2%

G13 Haze
Feminized

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/g13-haze-6
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Are you yearning for a cannabis strain that will sweep you off your feet and leave 
you encapsulated by a world of pure bliss? Look no further than Gelato, the 
seductive and irresistible strain that will take you on a sensory journey like no 
other.With a genetic profile that combines the tantalizing Blue Sunset Sherbet 
and Thin Mint Girl Scout Cookies, Gelato strain is the ultimate temptation. Its 
terpenes are a smorgasbord of tantalizing flavors and aromas that will make 
your heart race and your senses come alive. Indulge in its fruity sweetness 
and earthy undertones and let the waves of pure pleasure wash over you.
Gelato’s potency is unrivalled, with a THC percentage of 25-27% that delivers an 
unforgettable high that would calm an elephant.

GELATO 

 Blue Sunset Sherbet X Thin Mint Girl Scout Cookies

 40% Sativa - 60% Indica

 650 g/m²

 100/120 cm

 65/70 days

 Early October

THC  25-27%

CBD  0.2%

Gelato
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/gelato-628
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GELATO #45 is a perfect example and execution of selective breeding from 
the Barney’s Farm lab. GELATO #45 parents Sunset Sherbert and Thin Mint Girl 
Scout Cookies provided, after selection a beautifully balanced 60% Indica hybrid, 
a perfect choice for growers with all levels of experience, extremely forgiving 
but also very versatile for a wide range of growing techniques. GELATO #45 has 
an extraordinary, unique flavour and contrasting aroma profile with subtle hints 
of earthy pines, flowers and skunky notes of citrus, while the deliciously sweet 
aromas resemble mint-chocolate ice cream and fruity sweet berries.

GELATO  #45

 Sunset Sherbet X Thin Mint Girl Scout Cookies

 40% Sativa - 60% Indica

 650-700 g/m²

 100/120 cm

 65/70 days

 Mid October

THC  26%

CBD  0.7%

Gelato #45
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/gelato-45-590
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Introducing the irresistible and seductive Girl Scout Cookies, a strain that will 
awaken the senses and catapult you into la la land. Born from the passionate 
union of OG Kush and Durban Poison genetics, this strain is a powerhouse of 
bliss that will take you on a journey of pure indulgence. Let the terpenes of 
Girl Scout Cookies entice you with their intricate blend of sweet and earthy 
aromas, a tantalizing dance that will make your mouth water in anticipation. 
As you indulge in its rich and creamy flavor, you’ll feel a wave of pleasure wash 
over you, leaving you in a state of deep relaxation. With a THC percentage 
ranging from 25-28%, Girl Scout Cookies is a top shelf strain that will deliver 
new heights of happiness.

GLOOKIES

 OG Kush X Durban Poison

 30% Sativa - 70% Indica

 600-650 g/m²

 10/120 cm

 60/65 days

 Early October

THC  25-28%

CBD  1%

Girl Scout Cookies
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/girl-scout-cookies-626
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If Marvel Studios created an Avengers cannabis strain this would be it! 
Glookies. Witness the power from this Indica dominant superhero of a strain, 
created by the careful fusion of two eclectic cannabis superstars. Gorilla Glue 
and The Original Thin Mint Girl Scout Cookies need no introduction. Another 
incredible new addition to our Cali Collection arrives. A super stoney effect will 
be experienced along with motivational energies that will transform your day, 
filling it with drive. The taste of Glookies must be experienced to be believed. 
Imagine hints of Sour Diesel, Key Lime and Walnuts colliding to create one of the 
most exotic bouquets created in the cannabis world.

GLOOKIES

 Gorilla Glue X Thin Mint Girl Scout Cookies

 30% Sativa - 70% Indica

 700-800 g/m²

 100 cm

 60/70 days

 Early October

THC  25%

CBD  1%

Glookies
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/glookies-485
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Are you prepared to experience ultimate in cannabis? Get ready to succumb to 
the spellbinding allure of GMO, a cannabis strain that will leave you spellbound. 
With its powerful combination of Chemdowg and Girl Scout Cookies genetics, 
GMO tantalizes with its indescribable complexity and unique character.As you 
indulge in GMO’s seductive flavour profile, you’ll be swept away on a journey that 
transcends the boundaries of pleasure. Its terpenes are the key to unlocking a 
world of tantalizing tastes. Let the pungent scent of diesel fuel and earthy sour 
notes send shivers down your spine! Relish in the warm tingling sensations that 
are appreciated by lovers of this strain.

GMO

 Chemdog X Girl Scout Cookies

 10% Sativa - 90% Indica

 500-650 g/m²

 100/120 cm

 75/80 days

 End October

THC  28%

CBD  0.7%

GMO
Feminized

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/gmo-630
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Unleash the gigantic power of West Coast genetics with an amazing fusion of 
GG 4 and Zkittlez. Introducing Barney’s Farm brand new Gorilla Zkittlez. An 
exquisite trichome celebration awaits the patient following 60 days in bloom. 
You won’t forget the first time you experience her fertile fruits. Leaning toward 
the Indica side of the cannabis spectrum, this emerging favourite is a powerful 
and thought provoking beauty, whose trichome-laden glistening pistils will 
delight all comers. Why not let her medical grade 24% THC seduce you into a 
warm realm of rest and relaxation that you will never want to leave.

GORILLA ZKITTLEZ

 Gorilla Glue X Zkittlez

 40% Sativa - 60% Indica

 600-700 g/m²

 140 cm

 55/65 days

 Early October

THC  24%

CBD  0.2%

Gorilla Zkittlez
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/gorilla-zkittlez-459
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Are you ready to be seduced by the irresistible allure of Ice Cream Cake? This 
exquisite cannabis strain is a tempting blend of Wedding Cake and Gelato 33, 
making it a tantalizing treat for the senses. As an indica-dominant variety, 
Ice Cream Cake strain has the power to whisk you away into a world of pure 
relaxation and tranquility. Imagine unwinding after a long day with the sweet, 
creamy aroma of this magnificent strain caressing your senses. Growing this 
seductive strain is almost too easy, with its 55–60-days flowering period and 
indoor height of 0.9m - 1.20m, and outdoor height of 1.5m - 2.0m. And the 
reward for your efforts? An indoor yield of 550 g/m2 and an outdoor yield of up 
to 1.5kg of dazzling cannabis flowers.

ICE CREAM CAKE

 Wedding Cake X Gelato #33

 30% Sativa - 70% Indica

 600 g/m²

 90/100 cm

 55/60 days

 End September

THC  20-25%

CBD  0.2%

Ice Cream Cake
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/ice-cream-cake-632
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During our selective process on Biscotti Mintz we introduced a Critical Kush 
pheno that displayed an unusual 30% sativa characteristic. This combined with 
our delicious Mintz brought something very exciting to the table, a 70% indica 
dominant plant, totally unique to our catalogue with amazing characteristics. 
Kush Mintz with its powerful Himalayan OG Kush linage is extremely vigorous, 
powerful indica now with a 30% stative boost. The explosion of the Critical linage 
infusion brings huge yields both indoor and out with outdoor heights reaching 
2 meters, super strong and sturdy with unbelievable production capabilities. 
The Minz unsurprisingly further enhances those famous earthy Pine and sweet 
citrus Kush aromas with hints of coffee and delicate hints of minty cookies!

KUSH  MINTZ

 Critical Kush X Mintz

 30% Sativa 70% Indica

 600-650 g/m²

 100/110 cm

 56/63 days

 End September

THC  26%

CBD  1.6%

Kush Mintz
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/kush-mintz-578
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Laughing Buddha is an almost pure Sativa strain, created by crossing our 
pure landrace Thai Sativa with our Jamaican Hybrid. This plant has a longer 
flowering period, but will reward you with large, tight and heavy buds from a one 
metre tall plant. It will need to be supported in the last three weeks of flowering. 
It is a beautifully fragrant plant, giving off concentrated sweet aromas of exotic 
fruits. The results are an energetic Sativa high.

LAUGHING 
BUDDHA

 Thai X Jamaican

 80% Sativa - 20% Indica

 600 g/m²

 100/110 cm

 70/75 days

 End October

THC  22%

CBD  1.6%

Laughing Buddha
Feminized

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/laughing-buddha-8
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Indulge yourself in the tantalizing aroma of our Lemon Drizzle strain, a sensually 
crafted cannabis strain that is sure to tantalize your senses and leave you in a 
state of blissful euphoria.Bred from a seductive blend of Super Lemon Haze and 
OG Kush, this sativa-dominant weed strain will transport you to another plane of 
existence. With a flowering time of 60-65 days, Lemon Drizzle’s exquisite buds 
are bursting with a potent THC percentage of 20-25%, ensuring an unparalleled 
and satisfying high. The complex terpene profile of this alluring strain is sure 
to captivate your senses with notes of zesty lemon and a hint of earthy Kush 
undertones, providing a flavor explosion that you won’t forget.This tempting 
beauty grows to a height of 1.0m - 1.20m indoors and 1.5m - 2.0m outdoors. 

LEMON DRIZZLE

 Super Lemon Haze X OG Kush

 85% Sativa 15% Indica

 550 g/m²

 100/120 cm

 60/65 days

 Early October

THC  20-25%

CBD  0.3%

Lemon Drizzle
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/lemon-drizzle-649
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Lemon Tree is an award-winning combination of the US classics Lemon Skunk 
& Sour Diesel oozing with deliciously high levels of Limonene and Myrcene. 
This easy growing perfectly balanced 55% Indica hybrid, delivers significant 
yields of succulent compact frosty light-green buds laced with a thick coating 
of trichomes releasing fresh lemon citrusy aromas, a real sensory pleasure to 
grow. Indoors utilising low stress techniques, this plant reaches final heights 
of around 90-100 cm, with an output of up to 650 g/m2, after a relatively short 
flowering period of just 65-70 days. Outdoors with longer time to evolve Lemon 
Tree can reach up to 2 metres and yield up to 1.5 kg per plant finishing from the 
middle to end of October.

LEMON TREE

 Lemon Skunk X Sour Diesel

 45% Sativa 55% Indica

 600-650 g/m²

 90/100 cm

 65/70 days

 End October

THC  25%

CBD  0.9%

Lemon Tree
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/lemon-tree-553
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Liberty Haze is a strain created from a crossing of G13 with a fast flowering 
ChemDawg 91. This strain has both Indica and Sativa characteristics, and has a 
fast flowering time of 8-9 weeks, where it grows to a medium height. This plant 
has a substantial girth, and performs excellently both indoors and outdoors. 
The long dense colas start to fatten up in the last few weeks, producing dense 
buds in a beautiful red and purple calyx. The buzz is immediate and long lasting, 
creating a euphoric cerebral effect. This strain has a distinct lime taste and 
fragrance.

LIBERTY HAZE

 G13 X ChemDawg 91

 60% Sativa - 40% Indica

 600 g/m²

 100/110 cm

 60/65 days

 Early October

THC  25%

CBD  1.3%

Liberty Haze
Feminized

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/liberty-haze-9
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LSD is a hardy mould and disease resistant plant that responds well to all 
growing conditions. It was given its name by the Barney’s crew because of its 
powerful trippy high. This plant is very easy to grow, and can give you a high 
yield of award winning and powerful buds. LSD gives a euphoric, psychedelic 
and powerful stoned effect, giving an immense cerebral high. LSD has a musky 
smell with the intense flavour of earthy chestnut.

LSD

 Original Skunk #1 X Afghan Indica

 30% Sativa - 70% Indica

 700 g/m²

 90/100 cm

 60/65 days

 Early October

THC  25%

CBD  1.2%

LSD
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/lsd-10
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The long awaited release from the lab at Barneys Farm has finally happened and 
our twist on these monster genetics have their seal of approval. Arise Mimosa 
EVO! Evolved from a famous Emerald Triangle cut originally bred by Symbiotic 
Genetics now supercharged with our priceless Orange Punch from the Barneys 
Farm vault. This 60% Indica dominant favourite is packed with large frosted buds, 
rich in star studded cannabinoids and terpenes.Growers will adore her zesty 
tropical lemony citrus taste with hints of berries to accompany the euphoric yet 
restful effects. Mimosa EVO is real food for the brain, expect floaty feelings that 
will stay with you through the day. THC levels are possible up to 30% by a grand 
master but 24-26% is more than enough for the indulgence of mere mortals.

MIMOSA EVO

 Mimosa X Orange Punch

 40% Sativa - 60% Indica

 700 g/m²

 80/90 cm

 65/70 days

 End October

THC  25-30%

CBD  0.8%

Mimosa EVO
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/mimosa-evo-510
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The Mimosa evolution continues with this new explosive orange flavoured 
super compact sensation, behold another brand-new super strain from the 
lab at Barney’s Farm.Ingeniously created by a further careful back crossing 
of our famous Orange Punch with the 2020 sensation Mimosa EVO. This 
additional genetic infusion resulted in an astounding fast producer of gorgeous 
smelling bud; beta-caryophyllene, linalool and limonene terpenes create a 
sensational citrus-like, tangerine-candy sweet aroma. This crossing produced 
an extra compact plant compared to Mimosa EVO yet manages to maintain the 
staggering high production performance.

MIMOSA X 
ORANGE PUNCH

 Mimosa Evo X Orange Punch

 35% Sativa 65% Indica

 700 g/m²

 70/80 cm

 55/60 days

 September

THC  26-30%

CBD  1%

Mimosa X Orange Punch
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/mimosa-x-orange-punch-552
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This little known gem has been proving particularly popular with new growers 
and experts alike thanks to its astoundingly heavy yields. Prepare to meet the 
King Dong of cannabis strains - Moby Dick. A careful merging together of White 
Widow and Haze, some of the biggest yielders you can find could only mean 
one thing. Breathtaking yields of over 700 g/m2 that are easy to achieve for all 
comers. Upbeat long lasting effects. What more could you ask for in a cannabis 
strain? This girl will catapult you fiercely into a separate reality of creativity and 
production, unleashing a fast hitting high that will keep you totally energised 
through the day without wiping you out. THC sits at 27%. That is Moby Dick. 
And this is why she is such a firm favourite of so many in the growing business.

MOBY  DICK

 G13 Haze X White Widow

 75% Sativa - 25% Indica

 700 g/m²

 120/140 cm

 63/70 days

 End October

THC  27%

CBD  1%

Moby Dick
Feminized

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/moby-dick-533
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It’s time to indulge in the luscious allure of this OG Kush strain, a renowned 
cannabis strain that boasts a strong genetic pedigree. A tantalizing crossbreed 
of Chemdawg, Lemon Thai, and Hindu Kush, this strain’s complex chemical 
makeup and distinct terpene profile make it a perennial favorite among cannabis 
aficionados.The unrivalled strength of our OG Kush strain is simply irresistible, 
take note of her THC levels that range from 23% to an astonishing 26%. The 
Indica genetics make it an ideal weed strain for those seeking profound 
relaxation, pain treatment, and stress alleviation. With robust and long-lasting 
effects, this remarkable strain is a favorite among seasoned users.

OG KUSH

 Chemdawg, Lemon Thai X Hindu Kush

 50% Sativa - 50% Indica

 650 g/m²

 100/130 cm

 65/70 days

 Mid October

THC  26%

CBD  0.4%

OG Kush
Feminized

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/og-kush-646
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Orange Sherbert, a powerful and invigorating Indica dominant hybrid with 
intoxicating and mouth-watering effects. This is an all American strain that 
gathers together Orange Cream, Purple Urkle and Cherry Pie in one amazing 
Candy/Orange tasting plant. Grows out the most amazing dense orange and 
purple flowers imaginable with a taste that is an incredibly outstanding deep 
orange. Very Indica relaxing effect leaves the body and mind in a chilled and 
peaceful place. This plant is one of the easiest to grow Plants will grow up to 1.3 
meters and produce huge colas of delicious bud. Side branches like support in 
the last few weeks of flowering.

ORANGE 
SHERBERT

 Orange Cream X Purple Urkle X Cherry Pie

 20% Sativa - 80% Indica

 650 g/m²

 100 cm

 60/70 days

 End September

THC  24%

CBD  0.7%

Orange Sherbert
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/orange-sherbert-475
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Peyote Cookies originates from crossing Peyote Purple and our legendary 
Cookies Kush. A large and detailed selection and back-crossing process 
isolated the very best qualities of both parents into one strain. Peyote Cookies 
grows into a heavy and dense stocky plant. The flowering plant displays 
a dazzling ruby red and purple complexion. This strain is mould and mildew 
resistant and grows superbly both indoors or outdoors. Peyote Cookies has a 
very intense guava and earthy flavour, with impressions of vanilla and coffee 
with a powerful, relaxing and long lasting effect.

PEYOTE COOKIES

 Peyote Purple X Cookies Kush

 5% Sativa - 95% Indica

 550-600 g/m²

 90/100 cm

 55/60 days

 Mid October

THC  21%

CBD  1.4%

Peyote Cookies
Feminized

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/peyote-cookies-328
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Peyote Critical - created by crossing Peyote Purple and Critical Kush. The result 
is an Indica hybrid that combines all the raw power of the Critical Kush with the 
notorious sweet flavour and colourful brilliance of the Peyote Purple. These 
two plants are perfectly matched, their striking similarities making this a truly 
harmonious blend. Both parent plants are short flowering, produce exceptional 
yields and are tough too. One for the senses, delicious sweet earthy flavours, 
and aromas of aged wood and sweet coffee. Powerful, sweet tasting and big 
yielding.

PEYOTE CRITICAL

 Peyote Purple X Critical Kush

 20% Sativa - 80% Indica

 650 g/m²

 100/130 cm

 50/60 days

 Early October

THC  24%

CBD  1.4%

Peyote Critical
Feminized

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/peyote-critical-339
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Pineapple Chunk was created by crossing “Barney’s Farm” Sweet Pineapple with 
our Cheese/Skunk #1 - breeding into this new variety the essence and flavour 
of these delicious strains. The result is an extremely vigorous and stable plant. 
Mould and disease resistant. The essence and flavour of Pineapple Chunk is 
immediately obvious. Its aroma of earthy Cheese X Skunk is fortified by the 
stunning essence of very sweet Pineapple. The taste is delicious and unique. 
Earthy flavours are underpinned by the strong appetizing Pineapple aftershock. 
A huge giver with a massive THC output and high CBD giving a powerful couch 
lock effect.

PINEAPPLE CHUNK

 Pineapple X Skunk #1 X Cheese

 20% Sativa - 80% Indica

 600 g/m²

 90/100 cm

 55/60 days

 End September

THC  25%

CBD  1.1%

Pineapple Chunk
Feminized

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/pineapple-chunk-15
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PINEAPPLE EXPRESS is a wonderfully flavorful truly legendary 60% sativa 
leaning hybrid, powered by a myrcene dominant terpene profile with a genetic 
heritage pedigree that speaks for itself. The strain is naturally highly resistant 
to molds and diseases and does not require any special skills to grow. This is 
the perfect package that oozes energizing effects, therapeutic benefits, and the 
most amazing aromas and flavors. PINEAPPLE EXPRESS is a cross between 
a landrace Hawaiian sativa evolved over generations selected by the farmers 
of the region and Trainwreck, a pioneering fusion of genetics born from the 
selective crossings of Afghani, Mexican sativa, and Thai landraces.

PINEAPPLE 
EXPRESS

 Hawaiian Landrace Sativa X Trainwreck

 60% Sativa - 40% Indica

 600-700 g/m²

 120/140 cm

 60/65 days

 Early October

THC  23-26%

CBD  0.8%

Pineapple Express
Feminized

1  € 10 3  € 25 5  € 39 10  € 70

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/pineapple-express-609
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This stunning and highly regarded relative of OG Kush visually defies reality with 
her breathtaking pink and purple hues. Her flowers are dense and shimmer in the 
light with glistening trichomes in less than 70 days. Produces dense buds, so low 
humidity preferable. Many find this vanilla scented jewel the perfect antidote to 
serious sleep issues as it is extremely effective for both pain and insomnia. The 
OG in her means you can expect heavyweight effects in addition to a much-loved 
light feeling that provides guaranteed sensual satisfaction. Rich in terpenes, 
Pink Kush tantalizes the nostrils and clears the senses. Flowering indoors is 
normally complete in 9 weeks, outdoors a dry climate is preferred. High yields 
can be expected 600-700 g/m², even though height is a modest 1.2m.

PINK KUSH

 OG Kush Hybrid

 20% Sativa - 80% Indica

 600-700 g/m²

 100 cm

 55/65 days

 Early October

THC  24%

CBD  1.4%

Pink Kush
Feminized

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/pink-kush-455
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Barney’s Farm continues to bring you awe-inspiring genetics from around the 
globe with another USA west coast powerhouse of a strain Purple Punch. The 
delicate fusing of its Indica dominant parents Larry OG X Granddaddy Purple 
has provided a real tantalising gem. The exquisite smooth sensual tastes of 
Baked Apple Pie with cloves glazed with caramelised blueberry and cherries 
blend perfectly with the sedative calming effects that Purple Punch oozes. 
Expect a Short stocky plant with numerous astonishing trichome laden, high 
yielding branches just dripping with resin tested at 25% THC. This plant has a 
serious genetic steroid issue!!! It will flower in 50-60 days, reach 1.5m outdoors 
and produce up to 2 kg.

PURPLE PUNCH

 Granddaddy Purple X Larry OG

 10% Sativa - 90% Indica

 600-700 g/m²

 90 cm

 50/60 days

 Mid September

THC  25%

CBD  2%

Purple Punch
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/purple-punch-483
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Behold, the awe-inspiring and alluring Purple Punch X Lemon Drizzle cannabis 
seed! With its genetically transcendent makeup of Lemon Drizzle X Purple 
Punch, this strain is a botanical masterpiece that will leave even the most 
sophisticated connoisseurs in a state of euphoric bliss. Indulge in the sensory 
symphony of this Indica-dominant strain, with a THC concentration of 24-26% 
that will provide a deeply relaxing and tranquil experience, transporting you to 
the upper echelons of ecstasy. The flowering period of 60-65 days indoors will 
seem like a nanosecond in time, allowing you to swiftly and efficiently cultivate 
your very own batch of this sumptuous strain.

PURPLE PUNCH X 

LEMON DRIZZLE

 Purple Punch X Lemon Drizzle

 45% Sativa - 55% Indica

 650 g/m²

 100/120 cm

 60/65 days

 Early October

THC  24-26%

CBD  0.3%

Purple Punch X Lemon Drizzle
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/purple-punch-x-lemon-drizzle-629
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Runtz is a fast-growing plant, maturing in just 55-60 days, with a modest indoor 
height of 0.9m - 1.10m and an outdoor height of 1.5m -2.0m. However, don’t let 
its size fool you, as this exquisite plant is renowned for its incredibly high THC 
levels, ranging from 25% to a mind-blowing 29%. Indulge in the sweet and fruity 
aroma of Runtz’s terpenes, with a tantalizing hint of sour citrus that lingers on 
the palate long after the first puff. The strain’s impressive indoor output of 550 
g/m2 and up to 1.5 kg outdoor yield showcase its capacity to produce thick and 
resinous buds that are as visually attractive as they are potent.

RUNTZ

 Zkittlez X Gelato

 50% Sativa - 50% Indica

 550-650 g/m²

 100/120 cm

 55/60 days

 End September

THC  25-29%

CBD  0.6%

Runtz
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/runtz-631
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Barneys Farm Runtz Muffin is the result of the diligent amalgamation of 
Zkittlez X Gelato, this gratifying Cookies descendant will delight you with 
her remarkable flavours and potent, balanced nature. The lab then delicately 
fused our Orange punch to not only increase the indica % but adding significant 
production benefits. Experiencing this delicacy is like being wrapped up 
in a sweet smelling blanket of perfumed lavender bliss with a faint twist of 
clementine. Dense, smouldering smoke delivers a fruity hit of joy and euphoria 
that stretches throughout your day. Bathe away your worries and strife in a 
sumptuous sea of fruity flavours, buds literally dripping in an intoxicating syrup 
pushing the needle to a prodigious 29% THC.

RUNTZ MUFFIN

 Zkittlez X Gelato #33 X Orange Punch

 30% Sativa - 70% Indica

 550-600 g/m²

 100/120 cm

 56/63 days

 Early October

THC  27-29%

CBD  0.8%

Runtz Muffin
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/runtz-muffin-523
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Introducing Runtz X Layer Cake from Barney’s Farm, this will be the 2022 strain 
of the year! it really is in a class of its own, one of the most exciting creations for 
many years and a must try this summer. Experience the very best collective mix 
of jaw dropping west coast genetics sensationally fused to create an incredibly 
powerful strain, THC percentages off the scale, great production indoors and 
out with unlimited potential adapting to any Growing style. Runtz X Layer Cake 
is a perfectly balanced 50% indica/sativa hybrid, very sturdy and forgiving 
producing multiple large oversized indica style dense forest green buds with 
deep amber undertones, bright orange hairs and a frosty coating of golden 
amber crystal trichomes.

RUNTZ X 
LAYER CAKE

 Runtz X Layer Cake

 50% Sativa - 50% Indica

 600-650 g/m²

 100/130 cm

 65/70 days

 Mid October

THC  27%

CBD  1.18%

Runtz X Layer Cake
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/runtz-x-layer-cake-597
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Getting our Shiskaberry strain to this stage has been a complex work in progress 
for years and we are delighted to finally introduce this unique and wonderful 
strain to our catalog. Shiskaberry is a unique experience. Her pungent earthy, 
spicy notes leave a memorable, delicious aftertaste. Her beautiful berry scent 
will submerse you in a deeper dimension of delight and insight, Shiskaberry is 
one stunning Indica who will put you where you need to be and keep you there. 
She may loosen your tongue, then make you happy, before giving you a full body 
relaxing massage. Who could ask for more?

SHISKABERRY

 Blueberry X Afghan

 100% Indica

 500-600 g/m²

 80 cm

 50/55 days

 End September

THC  26%

CBD  0.4%

Shiskaberry
Feminized

1  € 10 3  € 25 5  € 39 10  € 70

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/shiskaberry-458
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Are you ready to experience the electrifying power of our Sour Diesel strain? This 
Sativa-dominant weed strain is a unique hybrid the result of a tantalizing blend 
of Chemdawg and Super Skunk.Sour Diesel is a strain that demands attention 
and respect from even the most demanding of cannabis connoisseurs. With its 
exceptional characteristics and legendary status, there’s no wonder it’s highly 
sought-after.  Sour Diesel is a Sativa-dominant strain, known for its energetic 
and uplifting effects that are going to leave you feeling invigorated and inspired. 
Whether you need to increase your creativity, attention, or productivity, this strain 
is the perfect choice. With THC concentrations ranging from 20 to 24 percent, Sour 
Diesel’s legendary powerful cerebral experience is both euphoric and soothing.

SOUR  DIESEL

 Chemdawg X Super Skunk

 60% Sativa - 40% Indica

 650 g/m²

 120/140 cm

 60/65 days

 Early October

THC  23-26%

CBD  1.5%

Sour Diesel
Feminized

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/sour-diesel-647
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Prepare to be swept away by the tantalizing aroma and seductive allure of our 
Sour Strawberry strain Aka. Strawberry Diesel Sour Strawberry is the result 
of a powerful genetic cross between the legendary Strawberry Kush and the 
renowned Sour Diesel, resulting in a well-balanced hybrid strain that is slightly 
sativa-dominant and a pleasure to grow whatever your experience level. The 
flowering time of Sour Strawberry is just 65-70 days indoors, meaning that you 
won’t have to wait long before you can indulge in its beauty. With an indoor yield 
of 500-600 g/m2, you can expect to be rewarded with an abundance of potent, 
sticky buds that are sure to impress. But why limit yourself to growing indoors? 
Sour Strawberry strain thrives outdoors, with a yield of 1.5 to 2.5 kg per plant.

SOUR  
STRAWBERRY

 Strawberry Kush X Sour Diesel

 60% Sativa - 40% Indica

 550-600 g/m²

 100/120 cm

 65/70 days

 Early October

THC  22-24%

CBD  0.6%

Sour Strawberry
Feminized

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/sour-strawberry-651
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We are delighted to introduce this brand new Strawberry & Lemon flavoured 
creation from Barneys Farm. Crossing the highly potent & mostly sativa 
Strawberry with the phenomenal Lemonade OG produced a strain that makes 
nostrils fizz, taste buds explode and brains bubble. An array of fruity tasting 
terpenes transports you into a strawberry coloured world of relaxation, relieving 
pain and leaving you feeling invigorated and energetic. Strawberry Lemonade 
is hugely popular for daytime activities, with lab tests reporting a massive THC 
content of above 20%. Whatever you do, don’t miss out on this sparkling new 
addition to the Barneys Farm catalogue.

STRAWBERRY 
LEMONADE

 Strawberry X Lemon OG

 60% Sativa - 40% Indica

 700 g/m²

 120/150 cm

 60/70 days

 Early October

THC  24%

CBD  0.8%

Strawberry Lemonade
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/strawberry-lemonade-466
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Tangerine Dream is an Sativa dominant strain that offers tangy Tangerine 
aromas and flavours, giving an instant relaxing and cerebral high. This plant 
has a short flowering time at just 65 days; however it will need supporting in 
its final weeks. Tangerine Dream grows up to a metre tall, and its strong side 
branches yield an impressive 600g per square meter. Colas grow large and 
heavy, beautifully coated with red and orange trichomes.

TANGERINE 
DREAM

 G13 X Afghan X Neville’s A5 Haze

 60% Sativa - 40% Indica

 600 g/m²

 90/100 cm

 60/65 days

 Early October

THC  23%

CBD  1.8%

Tangerine Dream
Feminized

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/tangerine-dream-24
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Triple Cheese is the crossing of our Blue Cheese with the powerful Original 
Cheese (Skunk #1 phenotype), created over many generations of selections 
and back crossing to give this amazing strain. Triple Cheese is everything we 
wanted to create and more. But wait, it gets better; this plant is easy to grow 
and produces dense buds with a remarkable blueberry and Old Cheese taste. 
The indisputable dank cheese flavour dominates this strain, and packs a punch.

TRIPLE CHEESE

 Old Cheese X Blue Cheese

 20% Sativa - 80% Indica

 600 g/m²

 100 cm

 50/55 days

 Mid September

THC  22%

CBD  1.2%

Triple Cheese
Feminized

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/triple-cheese-21
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Tropicanna Banana is another totally tantalising addition to our Cali collection. 
A mesmerising tropical cocktail of fresh and fruity flavours, uncompromising 
power and extraordinary yield potential. This remarkable hybrid is sweet, sticky, 
pumped up, highly potent and will leave growers gasping in awe at these high 
performing genetics. Barney’s Farm have tamed this Sativa Dominant hybrid 
(60% Sativa, 40% Indica) and garnished it with huge dollops of glistening, sweet 
tropical fruit scented trichomes. A perfectly crafted marriage of Tropicanna 
(Girl Scout Cookies X Tangie) and a twist of Banana Kush infuses a calming 
Indica influence. Let her effervescent personality guide you into a world of 
euphoric fizz and mystery. 

TROPICANNA 
BANANA

 Tropicanna X Banana Kush

 60% Sativa - 40% Indica

 700 g/m²

 110 cm

 65/70 days

 Mid October

THC  22-25%

CBD  1%

Tropicanna Banana
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/tropicanna-banana-500
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Watermelon Zkittlez by Barneys Farm: This wonderfully balanced hybrid 
exhibits heavy sativa growth patterns that help to make her a heavy yielding 
production factory, with some growers able to achieve more than 1kg per plant 
when treated with love! Indoors you are going to be looking at around 550 g/m2.
An invigorating and highly energising effect comes from sampling this 
wonderful rose of a cannabis strain. Pretty and fragrant, Watermelon Zkittlez 
will dazzle you with her upbeat effects which ignite your body and soul. A real 
tonic for the day’s stresses and problems. She makes them disappear in a cloud 
of smoke, as if by magic.

WATERMELON 
ZKITTLEZ

 Watermelon X Zkittlez

 45% Sativa - 55% Indica

 550 g/m²

 120/140 cm

 63 days

 End September

THC  26%

CBD  1%

Watermelon Zkittlez
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/watermelon-zkittlez-536
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An unforgettable journey into the land of delight begins with a single taste of 
this Indica dominant SUPER POTENT fiend of a strain. Its family line oozes 
sweet and sour earthy scents with unmistakable vanilla aromas and old skunky 
undertones. An acclaimed fusion, famous for its creative, uplifting and euphoric 
relaxation properties. The lab have chosen a more Indica dominant 80% Indica 
+ 20% Sativa version for our Wedding Cake, opting to evolve further the original 
Pink Cookies genetics “aka wedding cake” from the Barneys Farm vault. 
Wedding Cake inherits much of its power from its Girl Scout Cookies parent, 
crossed with Cherry Pie, bringing a sophisticated twist from its OG and Durban 
Poison X Granddaddy Purple heritage.

WEDDING CAKE

 Cherry Pie X Girl Scout Cookies X OG Kush

 20% Sativa - 80% Indica

 650 g/m²

 90/100 cm

 55/60 days

 End September

THC  24-26%

CBD  0.4%

Wedding Cake
Feminized

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/wedding-cake-511
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WHITE WIDOW XXL from Barneys Farm is a true Amsterdam classic, for 
decades the unmistakable pungent skunky and savoury sweet aromas have 
been symbolic, with the smell of Amsterdam’s streets and iconic canals.The 
evolution continues of this legendary strain, our WHITE WIDOW XXL retains 
the Brazilian Sativa high, plus an enhanced 75% super resinous South Indian 
Indica.Ideal for all conditions and growing techniques WHITE WIDOW XXL is 
an extremely versatile plant, a mold-resistant strain, resistant to bugs, and 
copes well even in colder climates so pretty straight forward for all levels of 
experience.

WHITE WIDOW XXL

 Brazilian X South Indian

 25% Sativa - 75% Indica

 650 g/m²

 100/120 cm

 60/65 days

 Early October

THC  25%

CBD  0.3%

White Widow XXL
Feminized

1  € 10 3  € 25 5  € 39 10  € 70

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/white-widow-xxl-593
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Amnesia Haze Auto is probably one of the most exciting releases that Barney’s 
Farm has put out in a while, a long awaiting and overdue evolution of a true 
classic. The ancestry of Amnesia Haze genetics is quite breath-taking, crossing 
landraces from Southeast Asia (Thai, Cambodian, Laotian) a sprinkle of 
Jamaican Haze varieties topped off with the accelerant of Afghani – Hawaiian 
genetics. Nearly two decades ago, Soma gifted one of his best Amnesia Haze 
phenotypes to the Barneys Farm Labs. These legendry genetics that dominated 
the Amsterdam scene since Barney’s won High Times Cannabis Cup in 2004, 
have been quietly simmering in the background enduring a complex fusion with 
our BF Super Auto #1.

AMNESIA 
HAZE AUTO

 Amnesia Haze X BF Super Auto #1

 80% Sativa 20% Indica

 600 g/m²

 100 cm

 60/65 days

THC  21%

CBD  0.75%

Amnesia Haze Auto
Autoflower

1  € 10 3  € 25 5  € 39 10  € 70

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/amnesia-haze-auto-563
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The classic Blueberry Cheese is now available in an autoflowering variant. 
Originally named Blue Cheese this strain is easy to grow and it’s high 
productivity makes this one of the best autoflowering strains on the market. 
This ground-breaking strain is the end product of Blueberry Cheese crossed 
with a unique Ruderalis breeding strain. Blueberry Cheese Auto grows with very 
little effort and will flourish in most conditions; vegetation automatically shifts 
into flowering in the fifth week. The fragrance and cheesy earthy flavours of the 
original mouth-watering Blueberry Cheese dominate this autoflowering plant, 
which will always have you coming back for more.

BLUEBERRY 
CHEESE AUTO

 Cheese X Blueberry X Ruderalis

 20% Sativa - 80% Indica

 500 g/m²

 80/100 cm

 70/75 days

THC  16%

CBD  1.8%

Blueberry Cheese Auto
Autoflower

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/blueberry-cheese-auto-44
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The famous Cheese strain gets the Barneys Farm autoflowering genetics 
evolution.  This exceptional cannabis strain is the crème de la crème, 
providing the most discerning cannabis enthusiasts with an unforgettable 
experience. This indica-dominant hybrid, born from the tantalising combination 
of Cheese and Super Auto #1 genetics, is an exceptional strain that’s sure to 
impress. Cheese Auto is highly productive with a THC concentration of 20%, 
and boasting a fast-flowering time from seed of only 65-70 days. Yielding up 
to an impressive 550-600 g/m2 inside and 200-300 gr per plant outdoors. Its 
compact size, measuring 80-110 cm inside and 90-120 cm outside, makes it a 
great option for growers looking to maximise production while saving space.

CHEESEAUTO

 Cheese X Super Auto #1

 20% Sativa - 80% Indica

 500 g/m²

 80/100 cm

 70/75 days

THC  16%

CBD  1.8%

Cheese Auto
Autoflower

1  € 10 3  € 25 5  € 39 10  € 70

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/cheese-auto-621
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Are you ready to take your cannabis growing game to the next level? Look no 
further than Cookies Kush Auto, the alluring and potent strain that will leave you 
spellbound with its seductive aroma and heavy yields.We’ve taken the classic 
Cookies Kush and paired it with our very own BF Super Auto #1 to create an 
autoflowering version that is sure to take your breath away.But the real magic 
of Cookies Kush Auto lies in its flowering time. With just 70-75 days needed 
to reach full maturity from seed indoors, you’ll be amazed at the speed and 
efficiency of this incredible auto flower. And the rewards are plentiful: indoors, 
you can expect an impressive yield of 500-600 g/m2, while outdoor she will 
produce a still-satisfying 200-300g per plant.

COOKIES 
KUSH AUTO

 Cookies Kush X BF Super Auto #1

 30% Sativa - 70% Indica

 500 g/m²

 90/100 cm

 70/75 days

THC  20-24%

CBD  0.8%

Cookies Kush Auto
Autoflower

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/cookies-kush-auto-650
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One of Barneys Farm® most popular strains is now available in autoflowering, 
so say hello to the Critical Kush Auto. This strain was created by crossing the 
Critical Kush with our most advanced autoflowering breeding plant, and can 
be yours in just 8-9 weeks. Flowering begins in the fifth week, with the final 
plant reaching up to 75 cm. The main stem grows several side branches which 
are packed with tasty and compact heavy colas. And don’t forget about the 
delicious earthy pine and Kush flavours. This is an amazing choice for Indica 
lovers.

CRITICAL 
KUSH AUTO

 Critical Kush X BF Super Auto #1

 10% Sativa - 90% Indica

 550 g/m²

 70/80 cm

 70/80 days

THC  15%

CBD  1%

Critical Kush Auto
Autoflower

1  € 10 3  € 25 5  € 39 10  € 70

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/critical-kush-auto-41
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Dos Si Dos Auto is an extraordinary new super breed of autoflower that is 
Indica-dominant with 65% Indica / 35% Sativa, dropping perfectly to our ever 
growing Autoflowering Cali Collection. This jewel brings together the historical 
parental power of Face Off OG X Girl Scout Cookies now crossed with our BF 
Super Auto #1 = Increased yields, power and trichome production providing 
Dos Si Dos Auto with a serious genetic boost. Dos Si Dos Auto smooths away 
anxiety and pain and softens your day in every way. Lingering lime flavours will 
remind some of granny’s lemon meringue pie, fresh out the oven.

DOS SI DOS AUTO

 Dos Si Dos X BF Super Auto #1

 35% Sativa - 65% Indica

 600 g/m²

 100 cm

 70/75 days

THC  20%

CBD  0.4%

Dos Si Dos Auto
Autoflower

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/dos-si-dos-auto-513
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Are you ready to experience the Glue Gelato Auto? Elite West Coast cuts have 
been discovered and melded into an autoflowering jewel. Make sure you try this 
mouth-watering mixture of Gelato and Glue at their finest. Suddenly she will 
send you into a sublime and soothed state. Let her unleash her mesmerising 
magic on you as heavenly feelings wash over your body, all your cares disappear, 
and a tranquil, settled frame of mind takes over. Glue Gelato can be relied upon 
to change your mood for the better. Indoors you can expect yields of up to 
600 g/m2 whereas outdoors it is possible to harvest up to 400g of chocolatey 
goodness per plant in completely ideal growing conditions.

GLUE GELATO 
AUTO

 Gorilla Glue X Gelato X BF Super Auto #1

 40% Sativa - 60% Indica

 500-600 g/m²

 90/120 cm

 65/70 days

THC  20-26%

CBD  0.1%

Glue Gelato Auto
Autoflower

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/glue-gelato-auto-471
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GMO Auto is an outstanding cannabis strain perfect for those who want to 
experience an intense and well-rounded high without the need for varied light 
cycles. With its indica-dominant genes and impressive GMO and BF Super Auto 
#1 genetics, producing a strain with remarkable strength and taste, it’s no 
surprise that this strain is highly sought after by the most discerning cannabis 
enthusiasts. GMO Autoflower by Barneys Farm is a real powerhouse and a real 
pleasure to grow. With a seed to harvest time of 70-75 days, it yields up to 600 
g/m2 indoors and 200-300g per plant outdoors. It’s just the perfect size too, 
reaching up to 90-110cm indoors and 100-130cm outdoors, makes it an excellent 
choice for both indoor and outdoor gardeners aiming to optimise productivity.

GMO AUTO

 GMO X BF Super Auto #1

 20% Sativa - 80% Indica

 600 g/m²

 90/100 cm

 70/75 days

THC  24%

CBD  0.4%

GMO Auto
Autoflower

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/gmo-auto-622
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Gorilla Glue Auto is a rapid flowering hybrid that will glue you down wherever 
you may be. This is not a plant for beginners and its hard hitting effects should 
be treated with respect. This new super-fast version 55% Indica of our glorious 
Gorilla Glue crossed with the exciting next generation BF Super Auto #1 produces 
huge yields 600 g/m2 growing to height of up to 110 cm. Gorgeous scents of coffee 
and cream can be detected during flowering. Combined with notorious THC levels 
of 25% and you can understand the deep love people feel for this unique plant. 
In only 70-75 days huge fragrant flowers with very tight nodal spacing will erupt 
from this monstrous autoflower. Enjoy some psychedelic exuberance from this 
Indica dominant addition to our Autoflowering Cali Collection.

GORILLA 
GLUE AUTO

 Gorilla Glue #4 X BF Super Auto #1

 45% Sativa - 55% Indica

 600 g/m²

 100 cm

 70/75 days

THC  25%

CBD  0.1%

Gorilla Glue Auto
Autoflower

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/gorilla-glue-auto-515
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Our feminized Cali Collection best seller just got the super auto treatment. 
Bubble and fizz your way through the day with Gorilla Zkittlez Auto. Your taste 
buds will explode as you experience the fruity flavours for the first time. An 
initial crossing of Gorilla Glue and Zkittlez now crossed again with our BF Super 
auto #1 adding amazing strength and resistance to bugs and stress, the root 
structure passed down from our Super Auto #1 bursts into life from day 1. 
This unbelievably aromatic autoflower literally explodes into a pine flavoured 
christmas tree in a mere 75 days, producing an abundance of glorious kushy 
flowers covered in huge amounts of juicy trichomes with a final height indoors 
of 80-100cm can be expected producing an average 420 g/m2.

GORILLA 
ZKITLLEZ AUTO

 Gorilla Glue X Zkittlez X BF Super Auto #1

 25% Sativa - 75% Indica

 420 g/m²

 80/100 cm

 75 days

THC  20%

CBD  0.12%

Gorilla Zkittlez Auto
Autoflower

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/gorilla-zkittlez-auto-512
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Have you been on the hunt for a truly exceptional strain that will leave you 
feeling rejuvenated and invigorated? Look no further, we have just the thing - 
Lemon Haze Auto. This stunning cannabis strain is the result of a passionate 
and tantalizing union between the exceptional genetics of Lemon Haze and 
the powerful BF Super Auto #1. It’s no wonder that this award-winning strain is 
highly sought after by both recreational and medical cannabis enthusiasts alike.
Lemon Haze Auto is the perfect choice for anyone looking for a refreshingly 
energizing experience. With its exhilarating and uplifting qualities, this sativa-
dominant hybrid is sure to satisfy even the most demanding of palates.

LEMON HAZE  
AUTO

 Lemon Haze X BF Super Auto #1

 70% Sativa - 30% Indica

 500-550 g/m²

 90-100 cm

 65/70 days

THC  20-22%

CBD  0.5%

Lemon Haze Auto
Autoflower

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/lemon-haze-auto-623
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We are over the moon to be able to announce the arrival of our LSD Auto. 
A crossing of our legendary LSD with our monster autoflowering lineage. Like 
her legendary predecessor LSD Auto really packs a punch and will quickly send 
you flying into another dimension with a crackle. LSD Auto comes on fast as 
right before you reality starts to distort into a pulsing psychedelic painting. This 
is not a strain to be recommended for beginners. Despite her powerful effect, 
she’s simple to grow and anybody can take advantage of this super speedy route 
to some seriously mind bending genetics. Let her pungent power slice through 
your mind and soul – why don’t you take a trip down LSD avenue with LSD Auto.

LSD  AUTO

 LSD X Super Magnum Auto

 30% Sativa - 70% Indica

 650 g/m²

 90 cm

 65/70 days

THC  23%

CBD  1.3%

LSD Auto
Autoflower

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/lsd-auto-470
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The Mimosa evolution continues with this new autoflowering orange flavoured 
super compact sensation, MIMOSA X ORANGE PUNCH AUTO. Initially 
created by a delicate back crossing of our famous Orange Punch with the 
2020 phenomenon Mimosa Evo, the lab has evolved again introducing our BF 
Super Auto #1. Just like the feminised version deep gradients of purple and 
contrasting dark olive greens create a striking and beautiful plant, while the 
beta-caryophyllene, linalool and limonene terpenes create a sensational citrus-
like, tangerine-candy sweet aroma. MIMOSA X ORANGE PUNCH AUTO is a 
compact and very sturdy plant producing multiple large dense highly resinous 
and heavy buds, covered in bright orange pistols just dripping in trichomes.

MIMOSA X 
ORANGE 

PUNCH AUTO

 Mimosa Evo X Orange Punch X BF Super Auto #1

 40% Sativa - 60% Indica

 500 g/m²

 70/80 cm

 65/70 days

THC  21%

CBD  0.3%

Mimosa X Orange Punch Auto
Autoflower

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/mimosa-x-orange-punch-auto-596
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Moby Dick by Barneys Farm was created using White Widow, one of the 
world’s most popular strains over the last two decades then crossed with 
our Cup winning G13 Haze.Featuring these two legendary strains expertly 
fused by Barneys Farm, Moby Dick has evolved once more now crossed with 
our BF Super Auto #1. With its parents some of the biggest yielders you can 
find could only mean one thing. Breath-taking production, strong, robust, and 
perfectly balanced genetics creating a highly mould resistant Sativa dominant 
power plant.Our Moby Dick Auto version is now more compact, with a shorter 
autoflowering growing cycle but little has been lost in its production capabilities, 
power, and flavours.

MOBY DICK AUTO

 Moby Dick X BF Super Auto #1

 70% Sativa - 30% Indica

 550 g/m²

 100 cm

 65/70 days

THC  22%

CBD  1%

Moby Dick Auto
Autoflower

1  € 10 3  € 25 5  € 39 10  € 70

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/moby-dick-auto-562
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OG Kush Auto is the outcome of a brilliant cross between OG Kush and BF Super 
Auto #1. This indica dominating strain has a 75-day blooming cycle and a THC 
content of 20-24%. This strong strain is well-known for its calming and soothing 
effects on the mind and body, making it an excellent choice for anyone in need 
of some rest and relaxation. At a height of 90-110cm, OG Kush Auto produces 
an astounding 500 g/m2 indoors. This variety grows to a height of 90-120cm 
and yields 200-300g per plant when grown outdoors. OG Kush Auto is a popular 
choice for growers of all levels because of its renowned effects, great output 
and simplicity of cultivation.

OG KUSH AUTO

 OG Kush X BF Super Auto #1

 20% Sativa - 80% Indica

 500 g/m²

 90/100 cm

 75 days

THC  20-24%

CBD  0.2%

OG Kush Auto
Autoflower

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/og-kush-auto-624
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Our world famous Pineapple Chunk is now available in an autoflowering 
variant. Pineapple Express Auto is a hardy, fast flowering and easy to grow 
cannabis plant giving generous yields of heavy buds coated in resin. Pineapple 
Express Auto produces an impressive 600 g/m² of delicious earthy Indica. The 
vegetation period is just four weeks with a flowering period of just thirty days. 
Pineapple Express Auto exudes mouth-watering sweet aromas with an intense 
pineapple flavour. The effect of this amazing strain allows the body to relax by 
creating stress reducing calmness.

PINEAPPLE 
EXPRESS AUTO

 Pineapple Chunk X BF Super Auto #1

 30% Sativa - 70% Indica

 600 g/m²

 100/110 cm

 60/65 days

THC  14%

CBD  1.4%

Pineapple Express Auto
Autoflower

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/pineapple-express-auto-37
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Crossing Purple Punch with our monster BF Auto Critical has been nothing 
short of spectacular. Imagine the taste, incredible relaxing effects and potential 
yields from this mind blowing USA X Barneys Farm linage! Granddaddy Purple 
X Larry OG X Big Bud X Skunk #1. This Indica dominant, 80cm, 18% THC, 1% 
CBD autoflowering beauty serves up a mouth-watering combination ensuring 
a happy, euphoric, relaxing sensation ideal for de stressing after a long day. 
Combine that with a distinctive taste of baked sweet Apple Pie with cloves 
along with the ensuing mind provoking aromas reminiscent of your favourite 
bakery. Expect up to a whopping 350-400 grams yield per plant from our Purple 
Punch Auto flowering from seed in only 50-60 days!

PURPLE 
PUNCH AUTO

 Purple Punch X BF Auto Critical

 20% Sativa - 80% Indica

 350-400 g/m²

 70/80 cm

 50/60 days

THC  18%

CBD  1%

Purple Punch Auto
Autoflower

1  € 12 3  € 30 5  € 46 10  € 80

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/purple-punch-auto-484
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After the runaway success of Runtz there was absolutely no other option but to 
create an autoflowering version of our previous work. This auto manages to deliver 
the same outstanding package of plant, but in a smaller time frame - just 70 days 
from seed! Final growing heights of around 120 cm can be expected. Yields still 
pack a punch - with experience and the correct lighting conditions it is possible to 
push her as far as 600 g/m2. Just like the original, she can bathe away your worries 
and strife in a sumptuous sea of fruity flavours, with killer buds that are smeared in 
an intoxicating layer of diverse cannabinoids. We have even managed to preserve 
some of the outrageous tastes that the original had in this version, so you’ll be able 
to have the same amount of fun and enjoyment in a much smaller grow window!

RUNTZ  AUTO

 Runtz X BF Super Auto #1

 30% Sativa - 70% Indica

 600 g/m²

 80/100 cm

 63/70 days

THC  27%

CBD  0.9%

Runtz Auto
Autoflower

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/runtz-auto-534
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Skywalker OG super auto has arrived, blast your way through the day with this 
outstanding Autoflowering cannabis strain. Your light-saber will throb and flash 
when you experience the Skywalker and unleash the power of the force for the 
first time. A favourite in the lab for breeding this specimen was trialled in its own 
right by TONI13 and due to the outstanding results it was decided to release it in 
autoflowering format for the world. This aromatic autoflower literally explodes 
into a pine flavoured christmas tree in a mere 70-75 days from seed, producing 
an abundance of glorious kushy flowers dripping with glistening THC crystals. 
Expect a final height of up to 1.2 metres.

SKYWALKER 
OG AUTO

 Skywalker OG X BF Super Auto #1

 25% Sativa - 75% Indica

 450-500 g/m²

 80/90 cm

 70 days

THC  23%

CBD  0.2%

Skywalker OG Auto
Autoflower

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/skywalker-og-auto-535
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Ready for a supersonic strain that will awaken your senses and energize your 
mind and body? Look no further than Sour Diesel Auto, the sativa-dominant 
hybrid that is taking the autoflowering cannabis world by storm. Created by 
crossing the classic Sour Diesel with the potent BF Super Auto #1, Sour Diesel 
Auto boasts an impressive 23% THC content that is sure to leave you feeling 
motivated and focused.Indoor growers love this strain for its quick 70-day 
flowering period, which results in impressive yields of up to 550-600 g/m2. With 
a height of just 90-120cm, it’s the perfect size for most indoor grow rooms.

SOUR DIESEL 
AUTO

 Sour Diesel X BF Super Auto #1

 60% Sativa - 40% Indica

 500-600 g/m²

 90/120 cm

 70 days

THC  23%

CBD  0.7%

Sour Diesel Auto
Autoflower

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/sour-diesel-auto-625
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Featuring a totally unique twist, Barneys Farm continues its quest in the 
creation of pioneering genetics with our own Strawberry Cheesecake Auto. 
After extensive selective breeding with our various strawberry terpene-rich 
strains, we chose a tantalizingly subtle Strawberry Pie pheno. The lab then 
crossed this with a rare cutting of an Afghan OG The infusion of these Indica 
dominant Kush traits ensures rapid growth, incredible production capabilities 
and a strong forgiving structure. Crossing this creation with our BF Super Auto 
#1 means Strawberry Cheesecake Auto can also thrive in cooler climates, larger 
in life than most autos, but perfectly compact and completing its life cycle in a 
blink of an eye.

STRAWBERRY 
CHEESECAKE 

AUTO

 Strawberry Pie X Afghan OG X BF Super Auto #1

 25% Sativa - 75% Indica

 650 g/m²

 100 cm

 75/80 days

THC  21%

CBD  1.5%

Strawberry Cheesecake Auto
Autoflower

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/strawberry-cheesecake-auto-569
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Tangerine Dream Auto has been developed as a treat for lovers of our award 
winning Coffeshop classic Tangerine Dream. The best of both worlds for 
smokers and growers and a fun plant to grow. Tangerine Dream Auto has a 70-
day finishing time from germination is remarkably short, and the 70 cm high 
plants with their strong and numerous side branches, yield an impressive crop. 
Now even quicker and easier to grow, this sativa dominant autoflowering strain 
offers the same tangy, intense sweet citrus aromas and flavours with slightly 
less THC and a CBD boost creating a balanced cerebral relaxing effect.

TANGERINE 
DREAM AUTO

 Tangerine Dream X Autoflower #1

 60% Sativa - 40% Indica

 500 g/m²

 60/70 cm

 70/75 days

THC  15%

CBD  2.4%

Tangerine Dream Auto
Autoflower

1  € 10 3  € 25 5  € 39 10  € 70

Buy Now

MENU
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Watch out, because Watermelon Zkittlez Auto has the power to bounce you 
sideways like a ninepin. Discover her distinct fruity flavours as they froth and 
fizz from this phenomenal trichome loaded THC factory.An easy to grow yet 
awe inspiring autoflower, this plant is capable of producing prodigious yields in 
excess of 550 g/m² in experienced hands. That said, she is an unfussy plant that 
pretty much grows herself, so can be an ideal option for beginners and experts 
alike.This sensational specimen will spring into flower when planted in just 70 
days, a real speed demon. An easy girl to trim makes harvesting a synch. Later 
on her effervescent effects will gently pamper you into an extremely peaceful 
state of mind.

WATERMELON 
ZKITTLEZ AUTO

 Watermelon Zkittlez X BF Super Auto #1

 40% Sativa - 60% Indica

 550 g/m²

 120/140 cm

 70 days

THC  26%

CBD  1%

Watermelon Zkittlez Auto
Autoflower

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/watermelon-zkittlez-auto-531
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Coated in tasty sugar crystals, like a fine cake, our Super Wedding Cake Auto 
has a very frosty reputation and a perfect addition to our Autoflowering Cali 
Collection. The results of melding Wedding Cake and our BF Super Auto #1, this 
plant will not disappoint with elevated strength from the skywalker OG traits 
in our super auto creating increased resistance to bugs and stress, the root 
structure bursts in to life from day 1. For lovers of white strains with crystal 
covered buds, Wedding Cake Auto is a treat. Indica dominant (65%). Studded 
with bud, this plant has very tight node spacing. Only a few weeks after planting, 
weighty buds shimmering like jewels in the light, will start to take form.

WEDDING 
CAKE AUTO

 Wedding Cake X BF Super Auto #1

 35% Sativa - 65% Indica

 500 g/m²

 90 cm

 70/75 days

THC  25%

CBD  2.4%

Wedding Cake Auto
Autoflower

1  € 14 3  € 35 5  € 55 10  € 97

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/wedding-cake-auto-514
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A true Amsterdam classic from Barneys Farm, White Widow xxl is now available 
in an autoflowering variety. The evolution continues of this legendary strain, 
our WHITE WIDOW XXL AUTO is a sumptuous 70% Indica dominant cross of 
a Brazilian Sativa X super resinous South Indian Indica, expertly fused with 
our Barneys Farm Super Auto #1. WHITE WIDOW XXL AUTO is an extremely 
versatile plant, Ideal for all conditions and growing techniques, a mold-resistant 
strain, resistant to bugs, and copes well even in colder climates so pretty 
straight forward for all levels of experience. WHITE WIDOW XXL AUTO is a 
classic Indica-shape, extra compact compared to the feminised version but still 
a vigorous fast grower, becoming bushy and wide in time for flowering.

WHITE WIDOW 
XXL AUTO

 Brazilian X South Indian X BF Super Auto #1

 30% Sativa - 70% Indica

 500 g/m²

 80/90 cm

 70/75 days

THC  22%

CBD  0.1%

White Widow XXL Auto
Autoflower

1  € 10 3  € 25 5  € 39 10  € 70

Buy Now

MENU
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Fruity flavours combined with our prized OG have been painstakingly worked 
together into something we never thought possible in an autoflower. Zkittlez 
OG Auto is a smashing combination of gorgeous genetics combine to deliver a 
cosmic calming experience. Unbelievable aromas abound, and before you know 
it you’ll be holding her rare fruits in your hands. After only 70 days growing 
time you’ll be overjoyed with the performance of this autoflowering champion. 
Oozing with THC her succulent sugar coated buds are a joy to behold and will 
neutralise your pains away before dropping you into a different, more dreamy 
dimension. Make sure you don’t miss out on this extravaganza of US genetics 
in autoflower form.

ZKITTLEZ OG 
AUTO

 Zkittlez X OG Kush X BF Super Auto #1

 50% Sativa - 50% Indica

 600 g/m²

 100 cm

 70/77 days

THC  20-23%

CBD  0.9%

Zkittlez OG Auto
Autoflower

1  € 11 3  € 27 5  € 42 10  € 75

Buy Now

MENU

https://www.barneysfarm.com/zkittlez-og-auto-472
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For information on all our products visit us at:  
www.barneysfarm.com

These unique varieties of cannabis seeds are available only from: 
Barney’s Farm Seed Company 

DISCLAIMER
Seeds exclusively for collection. Sale to minors below 18 years of age is 
prohibited. Germination of the seeds or agricultural use of this product is 
prohibited. Not suitable for consumption. Barney‘s Souvenirs BV assumes 
no responsibility for any illegal use of this product. 
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